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Abstract   

While cocreation research proliferates, existing studies fail to isolate its manifestation 

through digital (vs. non-digital) platforms. Moreover, extant research predominantly explores 

the cocreation process (vs. its outcome of cocreated value), which therefore merits further 

scrutiny, particularly in the digital context. Based on these gaps, we explore consumer digital 

cocreated value (CDCV), which reflects the consumer-perceived value that arises by 

interacting, collaborating, or communicating with or through digital platforms (touch-points). 

We classify digital platforms as (i) human-to-human platforms (H2HPs; e.g. social media), and 

(ii) human-to-machine platforms (H2MPs), which comprise the sub-types of (a) robotic process 

automation-based platforms (e.g. call centers), and (b) machine/deep learning-based platforms 

(e.g. service robots). We next compose a social presence theory-informed framework that 

explores the effect of perceived platform intimacy and immediacy on CDCV for our proposed 

platforms. We formalize the framework’s associations by developing a set of Propositions, and 

conclude by discussing important implications that arise from this research.  
 

Keywords: Consumer digital cocreated value (CDCV), digital platform, social presence 

theory, artificial intelligence.  
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 Introduction     

In the last two decades, (value) cocreation has seen growing scholarly and practitioner 

interest (Ranjan and Read, 2016). Indeed, “value [co]creation … can be regarded as the raison 

d’être of collaborative … relationships” (Anderson, 1995, p. 349). On account of its value-creating 

capacity, organizations across a range of sectors, including hospitality, education, fast food, and 

professional services are increasingly adopting cocreation as a key performance indicator (Merz et 

al., 2018; Grissemann and Stokburger-Sauer, 2012). For example, the MyStarbucks digital 

platform is designed to process orders, personalize client activities, and offer support, thereby 

cocreating value with customers (Fournier, 2019).  
 

In parallel, academic cocreation research is proliferating, including from an S-D logic 

perspective (Vargo and Lusch, 2016; Leclercq et al., 2016). Given its interactive core, cocreation 

can emerge through different (e.g. face-to-face/digital) platforms (Keeling et al., 2019; Banker et 

al., 2011). Platforms are “physical or virtual touch-points designed to provide structural support 

for …exchange” (Hollebeek, 2019, p. 89), which facilitate value cocreation (Ramaswamy and 

Ozcan, 2016). However, despite the significant strides made in cocreation research, insight into 

cocreation manifested through digital platforms lags behind, generating an important research gap 

(Novani and Kijima, 2012; Füller, 2010). Digital platforms are computerized, technology-enabled 

touch-points that are conducive to cocreation (Kannan and Li, 2017; Vanhouette, 2016; Breidbach 

et al., 2014), including social media- (e.g. Facebook), sharing economy- (e.g. Uber), and artificial 

intelligence-based platforms (e.g. Nao robot), to name a few. In particular, existing digital 

cocreation research has tended to address a single, siloed or isolated digital context (e.g. social 

media; He and Wan, 2015). Thus, despite technology’s ever-growing importance (Drucker, 2011), 

studies that explore cocreation’s dynamics across different digital platforms remain few and far 

between, as therefore addressed in this paper.  
 

Moreover, though cocreation research is flourishing (Balaji and Roy, 2017), prior studies 

devote limited attention to cocreation’s value-based outcome of cocreated value, revealing a 

second research gap. That is, while cocreation centers on actors’ interactive value creation process 

(Dampérat et al., 2019), cocreated value emerges as the perceived value-based outcome (i.e. 

interactively-generated value) of this process (Busser and Shulga, 2018; Black and Gallan, 2015). 

Given the relative paucity of cocreated value research to date, we address this concept by focusing 

on its technology-enabled sub-set of consumer-perceived digital cocreated value (CDCV; Gyrd-

Jones and Kornum, 2013), in line with our first research gap. Though CDCV reflects the perceived 

value created by interacting with technology-enabled touch-points, the digital platform’s role in 
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fostering cocreated value remains nebulous, thus warranting further exploration. Similar to Kannan 

and Li’s (2017) investigation of digital marketing as a marketing sub-set, this conceptual paper 

therefore examines CDCV as a sub-set of cocreated value (i.e. that value cocreated via digital 

platforms). That is, unlike broader cocreated value that may transpire through (non-)digital 

platforms, digital cocreated value requires (a) digital platform(s) to emerge. 
 

Given our view of digital platforms as technological touch-points (Breidbach et al., 2014), 

we do not focus on the related notion of platform business, which captures (online) companies’ 

business model that intermediates consumer/supplier exchange (e.g. AirBnB; Täuscher and 

Laudien, 2017). While platform businesses deploy specific (digital) platforms (e.g. Uber’s app; 

Smedlund, 2012), our focus is limited to consumer interactions with these touch-points and their 

respective effects on digital cocreated value (Tu and Zhang, 2013; Breidbach et al., 2014).  
 

As digital platforms exist in a range of shapes and forms, we develop a digital platform 

typology, and assess each platform’s capacity to yield digital cocreated value. Though the existing 

literature offers several related classifications, none of these specifically focus on a platform’s 

technological characteristics and their implications for digital cocreated value, as undertaken here. 

For example, while Wünderlich et al.’s (2013) four-partite typology classifies smart interactive 

services based on low/high user- and provider activity, their focus on human (i.e. user/provider) 

engagement, like Füller (2010), precludes a direct assessment of the role of specific digital platform 

characteristics in driving cocreated value from these services. Moreover, Bolton and Saxena-Iyer 

(2009) categorize the extent to which services are technology-enabled/delivered (low/high) under 

low/high levels of customer participation, respectively, yielding a four-partite service interactivity 

typology. While the former dimension indeed addresses platform-related technology, it assesses 

the extent of deployed technology, rather than its particular characteristics, like our classification. 

Drawing on social presence theory, we also develop a framework that explores our platforms’ 

respective effects on consumer digital cocreated value, followed by the development of a set of 

Propositions that summarize the framework’s associations.  

 

This conceptual paper offers two main contributions. First, following an extensive review, 

we develop a typology of digital platforms. Theoretical typologies are classifications used to 

understand the categories characterizing specific phenomena of interest (Hambrick, 1984). Our 

digital platform typology comprises: (i) human-to-human platforms (e.g. mobile apps), and (ii) 

human-to-machine platforms, which contain the sub-categories of (a) robotic process automation-

based platforms (e.g. call centers), and (b) machine/deep learning-based platforms (e.g. service 

robots; Pradeep et al., 2019). We envisage unique CDCV dynamics for these typological categories, 

as discussed further below, thus offering an important springboard for future empirical research.  
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Second, we develop a social presence theory-informed framework of CDCV, responding to 

literature-based calls for a rigorous cocreated value framework (Black and Gallan, 2015; Huber et 

al., 2017). Examining the capacity of interactive platforms to transmit social cues, social presence 

theory proposes the existence of cross-platform differences in terms of their capacity to foster user-

perceived intimacy and immediacy (Short et al., 1976), thus differentially affecting CDCV. While 

intimacy and immediacy are optimized in face-to-face interactions, we focus on their dynamics 

when using different digital platforms (Van Doorn et al., 2017). We adopt a social presence theory 

perspective, given its focus on identifying trans-platform differences and their respective effects 

on CDCV, thus making an important contribution. Though S-D logic represents cocreation’s 

leading theoretical perspective (e.g. Vargo and Lusch, 2016), its highly abstract, metatheoretical 

nature precludes it from pinpointing cross-digital platform hallmarks and their implications for 

CDCV. We therefore model CDCV in a social presence theory-informed framework, following 

MacInnis’ (2011, p. 141) position that knowledge advances “by conceptualizing [a concept’s] 

relationship to other concepts, often in a nomological network.” Relatedly, we develop a set of 

Propositions that formalize the framework’s associations for our identified digital platforms. 

Collectively, our analyses offer a catalyst for future empirical CDCV research and managerial 

insight into CDCV.  
 

The next sections unfold as follows. We proceed by reviewing cocreation/cocreated value 

literature, which offer an important foundation for our analyses. We then develop a digital platform 

typology, followed by the composition of a social presence theory-informed framework of CDCV. 

Based on the framework, we derive a set of Propositions, followed by an overview of this study’s 

implications, limitations, and avenues for further research.  

 

Literature review  
 

Cocreation research  

Most published research addresses the cocreation process, rather than the value-based result 

of this process (Black and Gallan, 2015), as outlined. Thus, while cocreation unfolds as a sequence 

of steps (Buonincontri et al., 2017; Alves et al., 2018; Vega-Vazquez et al., 2013), cocreated value 

reflects the level of actor (e.g. consumer)-perceived value that arises from these events (Huber et 

al., 2017; Mahr et al., 2014). Given the relative scarcity of cocreated value research, we next review 

cocreation literature, followed by a review of published work on cocreated value. Drawing on these 

analyses, we conceptualize CDCV at the end of the next section. 
 

With its foundations (e.g. coproduction) emerging in the mid/late 1990s (Normann and 

Ramírez, 1994; McColl-Kennedy et al., 2012), the cocreation concept was first coined in the early 
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2000s (Nicod and Llosa, 2018; Dong and Sivakumar, 2017). For example, Prahalad and 

Ramaswamy’s (2004) cocreation experience proffers the customer’s experience of the offering (vs. 

the offering itself) as a core foundation for perceived value, akin to value-in-use (vs. value-in-

exchange; Ng et al., 2011; Humphreys and Grayson, 2008). Here, perceived value implies the 

consumer’s internal offering-related cost/benefit trade-off (Zeithaml, 1988; Woodruff, 1997).  

 

In parallel, Vargo and Lusch (2004) incorporated cocreation in their emerging S-D logic 

perspective. These authors view actors as active (vs. passive) contributors to their own value 

creation (Mahr et al., 2014; Schau et al., 2009). When such value creation transpires with, through, 

or for others (e.g. through online community interactions), it is construed as cocreation. Prahalad 

and Ramaswamy (2000, p. 80) concur: “Increasingly, [consumers] want to shape [i.e. cocreate] 

…experiences themselves [including] with experts or other customers.”  
 

Though pioneering cocreation research was not linked to S-D logic per se, over time the 

concept has become increasingly linked to this perspective (Dahl et al., 2019; Hollebeek et al., 

2020b). For example, cocreation does not feature in Vargo and Lusch’s (2004) original S-D logic 

Premises. However, four years later the authors incorporate it in FP6, which states: “The customer 

is always a cocreator of value” (Vargo and Lusch, 2008, p. 7). Yet, cocreation still lacks a formal 

definition in these papers (Hollebeek et al., 2020b). In 2016, Vargo and Lusch however define 

cocreation as “the actions of multiple actors, often unaware of each other, that contribute to each 

other’s wellbeing” (p. 8). They also revise FP6 (p. 8) to: “Value is cocreated by multiple actors, 

always including the beneficiary,” evidencing cocreation’s progressively central role in S-D logic. 

While some authors limit cocreation’s scope to human-to-human interactions (Grönroos and 

Voima, 2013), others - including those taking an S-D logic perspective - extend it to incorporate 

other (e.g. human-to-machine) interactive forms (Caic et al., 2018; Brodie et al., 2016), as adopted 

here.  

 

Cocreation comprises two components: co and creation. First, as a testament to its inherent 

interactivity, its prefix “co” (with) denotes the concept’s reliance on the presence of or 

interdependencies with other actors, with whom the focal actor interacts, collaborates, or 

communicates (Lusch et al., 2007; Brodie et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2018). Cocreation is therefore 

highly context-specific, akin to value-in-context (Chandler and Vargo, 2011). Second, its creation 

part reveals the concept’s proactive, action-based or “doing” nature (McColl-Kennedy et al., 2012; 

Cova et al., 2011; Delpechitre et al., 2018; Oertzen et al., 2018).  
 

Unlike cocreation, which reflects the process of actors’ interactive value creation, 

codestruction reflects value attrition through interactions (Heidenreich et al., 2015; Smith, 2013; 
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Zhang et al., 2018). In line with Bowden et al. (2017), consumer-perceived cocreation/destruction 

levels can fluctuate in or across interactions. Thus, though one interaction can be seen as value-

adding, another may erode perceived value (e.g. service failure; Plé and Chumpitaz Cáceres, 2010). 

Moreover, while particular interaction-related aspects may cocreate value (e.g. rapid firm response 

times), others can be value-detracting (e.g. presence of disliked actors in the servicescape; Clark et 

al., 2020). Akin to Zeithaml’s (1988) perceived value trade-off, net cocreation arises as the balance 

of consumer-perceived cocreation/destruction in an interaction, collaboration, or communication.  

 

Not only interaction participants affect actor-perceived cocreation, but other networked 

actors may also exert indirect effects, whether consciously or not (Leclercq et al., 2016; Ranjan 

and Read, 2016). For example, a robotic waiter’s actions are not only affected by present-, but also 

by prior customer needs and wants that have helped “train” it (Bèzes, 2019; Hollebeek et al., 

2020b). Cocreation therefore incorporates individual actor- and more systemic factors that 

mutually affect one another (Edvardsson et al., 2011; McColl-Kennedy et al., 2012). In this paper, 

we focus on consumer-perceived cocreated value (Busser and Shulga, 2018; Witell et al., 2011). 

Lusch et al. (2007) posit: “Value can only be determined by the user [i.e. consumer] in the 

consumption process,” warranting consumer cocreated value’s importance. Key actors with whom 

consumers may cocreate value include firms/brands, service staff, and fellow consumers (Hult et 

al., 2011; Clark et al., 2020).  

 

Cocreated value research  

Despite the two-decade history of cocreation research, insight into its value-based outcome 

of cocreated value lags behind (Black and Gallan, 2015; Go Jefferies et al., 2019). Like cocreation, 

cocreated value has its origins both in (e.g. Cova and Salle, 2008; Cabiddu et al., 2013) and outside 

of S-D logic (e.g. Prahalad and Krishnan, 2008). Consequently, definitional consensus is lacking, 

and some authors leave the concept undefined (e.g. Go Jefferies et al., 2019). Busser and Shulga 

(2018, p. 69) define cocreated value as a consumer’s “personal appraisal of the meaningfulness of 

a service based on what is contributed and what is realized through collaboration.” We agree 

regarding cocreated value’s highly subjective, collaborative nature (Vargo and Lusch, 2016; Lee 

et al., 2012), to which we add the key enabling role of interactivity or communication (Verma et 

al., 2012; Gummesson and Mele, 2010), as outlined. We also concur regarding consumers’ internal 

cost/benefit trade-off in appraising their cocreated value (Zeithaml, 1988), which can be positive 

(i.e. cocreated value) or negative (i.e. codestroyed value; Heidenreich et al., 2015; Caic et al., 2018).  

 

Black and Gallan (2015, p. 2) view cocreated value as consumer-perceived value through 

synergized user “contributions, network support, and macro-environmental conditions.” We agree 
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that consumer cocreated value is influenced by external, largely uncontrollable ecosystem (e.g. 

market) forces that extend beyond the interaction participants alone, as outlined for cocreation. 

That is, cocreated value relies on some micro-, meso-, or macro-level actor ensemble (vs. a single 

actor), whether through actual interactions or actor interdependencies (Akaka et al., 2012). Here, 

actors may have differing goals or agendas, thus potentially complicating the attainment of mutual 

cocreated value (Hult et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2020). For example, while one actor’s goal fulfilment 

may cocreate value for her (e.g. by winning a contest), it can detract value for another (Huber et 

al., 2017; Bailey et al., 2018). This example also illustrates the importance of actor goals in 

fostering cocreated value (Go Jefferies et al., 2019). Overall, Busser and Shulga’s (2018) and Black 

and Gallan’s (2015) definitions concur in terms of cocreated value’s inherent subjectively-

determined importance to the consumer.  

 

Though we distinguish cocreation and cocreated value, we observe a degree of semantic 

confusion that surrounds both concepts. That is, as some cocreation authors in fact refer to 

cocreated value, we also consider their conceptualizations in defining CDCV. For example, 

McColl-Kennedy et al. (2012, p. 370) view customer value cocreation as the “benefit realized from 

integration of resources through activities and interactions with collaborators in the [actor’s] 

service network.” Given this definition’s benefit (i.e. value-based outcome) focus, the authors’ 

focal concept actually reveals cocreated value (vs. cocreation). Similarly, Ng et al. (2011, p. 14) 

define value cocreation as “[value] that is jointly …created between the customer and the firm for 

benefit,” thus also referring to the value-based outcome of cocreative processes. Likewise, 

Hollebeek et al. (2019, p. 168) define customer cocreation as a client’s “perceived value arising 

from interactive, joint, or collaborative brand-related activities for/with stakeholders.” 

 

In sum, our review reveals consumer cocreated value’s highly subjective, perceived value-

based nature that emerges from consumer interactions, collaboration, or communication with other 

service system actors, including firms/brands, employees, and fellow consumers (Vargo and Lusch, 

2016; Ng et al., 2011; Ranjan and Read, 2016; Verma et al., 2012). Given our focus on digital 

cocreated value, our scope is limited to value cocreated through digital platforms (Breidbach et al., 

2014), as discussed further in the next section. Based on our review, we define CDCV as the 

consumer-perceived value that arises by interacting, collaborating, or communicating with or 

through digital platforms (touch-points).  
 

 Recognizing CDCV’s differing valence, its scope includes positive perceived (i.e. cocreated) 

and negative perceived (i.e. codestroyed) value (Echeverri and Skålén, 2011; Gebauer et al., 2013; 

Daunt and Harris, 2017). Thus, unlike CDCV, which transpires as a consumer’s positive perceived 
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value from an interaction, digital codestroyed value occurs when such value is negative (e.g. 

through cyber-bullying; Kowalski et al., 2012). We next elaborate on the digital platform aspect of 

our CDCV definition by proposing a digital platform typology.  

 

Conceptual development 

Digital platform typology  

Digital platforms, which are technology-enabled or “virtual touch-points designed to 

provide structural support for …exchange” (Hollebeek, 2019, p. 89), are important interaction-

enabling and value-cocreating conduits (Ramaswamy and Ozcan, 2018; Breidbach et al., 2014), as 

outlined. While some platforms facilitate face-to-face interactions (e.g. meetings), our analyses are 

limited to digital platforms that enable consumer interactions, collaboration, or communication 

through computerized, technology-enabled touch-points (Ramaswamy and Ozcan, 2016; Kannan 

and Li, 2017; Troisi et al., 2018), as also discussed. Because digital platforms yield cocreated value 

in different ways, we develop a digital platform typology that comprises human-to-human- and 

human-to-machine platforms, as detailed below.  
 

Human-to-human platforms (H2HPs) are computerized, technology-enabled touch-points 

that mediate or intercede human-to-human interactions, collaboration, or communication. These 

platforms offer an interface that acts as the go-between in connecting individuals (e.g. mobile apps; 

Pirrone et al., 2012; Breidbach and Maglio, 2016), where one’s interaction partner may or may not 

be known personally (Brzozowski et al., 2008). H2HPs’ relational, communicational focus can 

facilitate the development of strong or weak ties (e.g. through one-on-one vs. many-to-many 

interactions; Granovetter, 1983). Given these platforms’ interaction-mediating role, H2HP users 

may present themselves based on their true identity or construe an alternate character (e.g. through 

avatars, catfishing; Lovelock, 2017). 
 

Software-based H2HPs differ from the hardware (devices) on which they are run, which 

are known as platform archetypes (Hollebeek et al., 2020a). H2HP examples include social media, 

online communities, websites, mobile apps, social gaming, instant messaging, and online telephony 

platforms (Raïes and Gavard-Perret, 2011; Kohler et al., 2011; Bernal-Merino, 2016; He and Yan, 

2015; Algharabat, 2018).  

 

Human-to-machine platforms (H2MPs) are computerized touch-points that connect with 

users (e.g. service robots; Wirtz et al., 2018; Van Doorn et al., 2017). That is, H2MP-based 

technology is the consumer’s interaction partner, revealing these platforms’ interaction-enabling 

role, where interactions can be user- or platform-initiated. While these platforms can fulfil a 

relational role (e.g. social robots bonding with users), they - unlike H2HPs - are not designed to 

https://scholar.google.co.th/citations?user=0o9CUSUAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra
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facilitate human-to-human interactions (Marin et al., 2009). Instead, H2MPs execute particular 

tasks for (i.e. offer service to) consumers by enhancing their efficiency, effectiveness, or 

performance through artificial intelligence (Huang and Rust, 2020; Lee and Sathikh, 2013). 

Drawing on Pradeep et al. (2019), we classify the following H2MP sub-types:  
 

First, robotic process automation-based platforms computerize existing labor-intensive 

processes. They operate through rule-based automation, where linear algorithms are used to answer 

basic queries through sensor-based signals (Hollebeek et al., 2020c). For example, when using call 

center menus or television remote controls, consumers signal their desired activity (e.g. call center: 

by pressing “1” to obtain their account details, “2” to change their address, etc.), which in turn 

activate particular predetermined, automated responses. Robotic process automation thus reflects 

a low level of artificial intelligence that responds to the user’s data request, without learning or 

adapting its actions in the process (Huang and Rust, 2018; Pradeep et al. 2019).  
 

Second, machine/deep learning-based platforms function relatively autonomously and 

auto-adjust their actions to either meet or pre-empt user needs, without necessitating human 

intervention or support (Mende et al., 2019). These platforms’ underlying machine/deep learning 

algorithms help them make increasingly accurate predictions of user needs or behaviors (Marr, 

2018; Chen and Lin, 2014), improving their performance over time. To raise their predictive 

accuracy, H2MPs rely on large volumes of training data, revealing big data’s crucial role 

(Hollebeek et al., 2020c; Arthur, 2013). Examples of these platforms include predictive SMS/email, 

service robots (e.g. robotic waiters/hotel receptionists), chatbots, social robots (e.g. Pepper used to 

meet-and-greet clients), medical robots, intelligent personal assistants (e.g. Watson), autonomous 

or self-driving cars, and Internet-of-Things-based devices (e.g. smart home appliances; Kumar et 

al., 2016; Chérif and Lemoine, 2018; Wirtz et al., 2018; Ng and Wakenshaw, 2017; Goudey and 

Bonnin, 2016; Leicht et al., 2018).  
 

Our digital platform types can operate independently, but they may also be connected to 

one another. For example, a social media page might record a consumer’s click-stream data, which 

it then transmits to an H2MP-based machine learning algorithm to identify those products the user 

is deemed to be interested in based on his/her search history (Chen and Lien, 2014). In these cases, 

characteristics of each deployed digital platform need to be considered. However, while the 

machine-to-machine interactions inherent in integrated forms of our digital platform types offer 

important back-office processes (Schweitzer et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2012), we exclude these from 

our digital platform typology because they are invisible to users. For example, though artificially 

intelligent applications may drive particular (e.g. advertising) content displayed in social gaming, 

the game remains the consumer’s primary interactive platform. As such, machine-to-machine 
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interactions operating in the background fall outside of our typology’s ambit. Moreover, machine-

to-machine interactions depart from CDCV’s scope, which involves the consumer’s active “doing” 

(McColl-Kennedy et al., 2012), as discussed. Next, we develop a social presence theory-informed 

framework of CDCV.  

 

Social presence theory-informed conceptual framework and propositions of CDCV  

 Social presence theory examines the ability of communication platforms to transmit social 

cues and generate user-perceived platform intimacy and immediacy, which differ across platforms 

(Short et al., 1976; Gooch and Watts, 2015). Consequently, different digital platforms differentially 

affect user-perceived value (Song et al., 2008). For example, while email typically reveals lower 

intimacy and immediacy levels, these tend to be higher for video-calling platforms that transmit 

more extensive social cues (e.g. Zoom), thus enhancing their value-creating capacity (Nakanishi et 

al., 2011). However, though prior researchers have explored platform intimacy and/or immediacy’s 

effect on user-perceived value (e.g. Song and Hollenbeck, 2015), their respective effects on 

interactive CDCV remain tenuous, as therefore explored in this paper. Specifically, we expect 

higher levels of perceived digital platform intimacy and immediacy to favorably impact CDCV. 

While intimacy and immediacy tend to be optimized in face-to-face interactions, we focus on their 

manifestation through digital platforms (Osei-Frimpong and McLean, 2018; Van Doorn et al., 

2017) and their respective impact on CDCV.  
 

As noted, social presence theory proposes that perceived platform intimacy and immediacy 

drive users’ platform evaluations (Short et al., 1976; Lombard and Ditton, 1997; Tu, 2000). First, 

intimacy reflects a digital platform’s user-perceived ability to spark warmth, closeness, or 

belonging to one’s interaction partner (Baek et al., 2018; Van Doorn et al., 2017). Intimacy is 

commonly believed to be a function of interaction partners’ physical distance, conversation topics, 

and non-verbal communication (Argyle and Dean, 1968; Tu, 2000). Of these, non-verbal 

communication or the extent to which a platform affords the use of non-spoken elements in 

exchange (e.g. eye contact, smiling, body language; Birdwhistell, 1970), is directly affected by the 

deployed digital platform (e.g. greater non-verbal communication through video-conferencing- vs. 

SMS platforms). However, despite their differences, most digital platforms, at a minimum, permit 

the use of paralanguage. Paralanguage refers to “written manifestations of nonverbal… (e.g. 

tactile, visual, tone) elements that supplement or replace written language and that can be expressed 

through words, symbols, images, punctuation, demarcations, or any combination of these” 

(Luangrath et al., 2017, p. 98), including emoji (Hill, 2016). Generally, the greater the range of 

non-verbal cues used on or through a digital platform, the higher its perceived intimacy (Hopkins, 

2020).  
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Second, immediacy is a digital platform’s user-perceived capacity to give urgency or 

importance to an exchange (e.g. by recipients promptly viewing and responding to a message; 

Wiener and Mehrabian, 1968), which also differs across platforms. For example, instant-messaging 

tends to receive a faster reply than web-based enquiry forms. Typically, prompter responses foster 

rising platform immediacy (Gunawardena and Zittle, 1997). While immediacy comprises two main 

elements, including (a) the platform’s capacity to fashion a timely response, and (b) the recipient’s 

decision regarding when to respond, we highlight immediacy’s former, digital platform-based 

aspect. Here, a necessary condition for high immediacy is elevated user-perceived platform 

efficiency, or its reliability in transmitting a message or content to its recipient(s) (Short et al., 1976; 

Smedlund et al., 2015). We introduce our social presence theory-informed framework, which 

explores digital platform intimacy’s and immediacy’s effect on CDCV below (see Fig. 1). 
 

Insert Fig. 1 about here 
 

We posit that the deployed digital platform affects the association of social presence 

theory’s intimacy/immediacy and CDCV, as shown in Fig. 1. Below, we develop a set of 

Propositions that detail the framework’s associations for our suggested digital platforms. First, 

social presence theory’s intimacy reflects a platform’s user-perceived capacity to foster closeness 

to one’s interaction partner (Short et al., 1976), as discussed. In addition, H2HPs act as the go-

between in connecting users, revealing their chiefly relational or communicational role. However, 

H2MPs primarily assist users to more efficiently or effectively execute particular tasks (e.g. smart 

home appliances), exposing their more utilitarian nature (Voss et al., 2003). We therefore infer that 

present-day H2HPs are likely to generate higher user-perceived intimacy than H2MPs. Still, as 

machine/deep learning-based H2MPs continue to develop, we anticipate them to possess an 

increasingly relational capacity over time (e.g. virtual personal assistants forming bonds with their 

users; Van Doorn et al., 2017). We thus posit (also see Fig. 1): 
 

P1a: Contemporary H2HPs (vs. H2MPs) typically generate higher user-perceived 

intimacy, yielding the former’s greater contribution to CDCV in this regard. However, as 

machine/deep learning-based H2MPs develop to fulfil an increasingly relational role, their 

capacity to foster user-perceived intimacy will rise over time.  
 

We next compare our H2MP sub-categories of robotic process automation- and 

machine/deep learning-based platforms. While the latter are able to ‘learn’ by adjusting or fine-

tuning their actions to offer increasingly user-preferred suggestions or solutions, the former merely 

respond to users’ sensor-based signals, without evolving or learning (Pradeep et al., 2019; Huang 

and Rust, 2018). We therefore expect machine/deep learning-based platforms to get closer to the 
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consumer, thus developing more bonded relationships (vs. robotic process automation-based 

platforms). We stipulate (also see Fig. 1): 
 

P1b: Machine/deep learning (vs. robotic process automation)-based H2MPs typically 

generate higher user-perceived intimacy, yielding the former’s greater contribution to 

CDCV in this regard. 
 

Second, social presence theory’s immediacy denotes a digital platform’s perceived ability 

to give urgency to an exchange (Short et al., 1976), which we also expect to differ across platforms. 

For example, H2HPs deliver messages or content to platform users and allow them to interact 

(Hollebeek et al., 2014). As recipients may view or respond to messages at their discretion, 

interactions can feature a response delay (Wu et al., 2014). Consumers may also overlook messages 

or content posted on these platforms, yielding their potential tardy or non-response and incurring 

low immediacy (e.g. in online communities). However, as H2MPs are users’ interaction partner 

(Mende et al., 2019), they typically offer a prompter response than H2HPs, given their real-time 

presence in interactions. We postulate (also see Fig. 1):  
 

P2a: H2MPs (vs. H2HPs) typically generate higher perceived platform immediacy, 

yielding the former’s elevated contribution to CDCV in this regard. 

 

We next compare the immediacy of our H2MP sub-categories. First, robotic process 

automation-based platforms mechanize existing labor-intensive, mundane processes (Pradeep et 

al., 2019), as outlined. These platforms’ high immediacy tends to be coupled with a high accuracy 

level of their response to user prompts in executing particular tasks (Willcocks et al., 2015). 

Consequently, these platforms’ consistent, timely user response can facilitate their stable 

contribution to CDCV, when users continue to steadily value their platform interactions over time. 

However, these platforms’ high immediacy may also see a dwindling contribution to CDCV, as 

consumers grow increasingly accustomed to using the platform’s functionality, lowering their 

evaluations thereof over time (Heitz et al., 2019; Hollebeek et al., 2020c). By contrast, 

machine/deep learning-based platforms’ high immediacy is subject to low initial, but gradually 

improving accuracy over time (Pradeep et al., 2019), yielding an increasingly positive contribution 

to CDCV. We formulate (also see Fig. 1):  
 

P2b: Robotic process automation-based platforms’ high immediacy typically makes a 

stable or declining contribution to CDCV. However, machine/deep learning-based 

platforms’ high immediacy is likely to make a growing contribution to CDCV over repeated 

interactions.  

 

Discussion and implications  

We next discuss important implications that arise from our analyses, followed by an 

overview of limitations of this research, from which we develop avenues for further investigation.  
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Theoretical implications  

We first offer generic observations about the current state of cocreated value research and 

its general repercussions for the field, followed by a discussion of specific implications that arise 

from our framework and Propositions of CDCV.  
 

 

Generic theoretical implications. We offer the following reflections on the present state of 

cocreated value research. First, disparities of insight regarding cocreated value’s conceptualization 

and the increasing range of cocreated value-related concepts require scholarly attention. For 

example, researchers are exploring concepts including cocreated value, cocreated brands, cocreated 

brand equity, cocreated experience, cocreated knowledge, cocreated social responsibility, 

cocreated service recovery, cocreated health awareness, and so on (Gyrd-Jones and Kornum, 2013; 

Kull and Heath, 2016; Helm and Jones, 2010; Mahr et al., 2014; Mossberg et al., 2014; Dong et 

al., 2008). However, the deployment of these differing concepts - often, to denote highly similar 

ideas - runs the risk of developing fragmented, myopic insight (Ranjan and Read, 2016; Hollebeek 

et al., 2019). What is therefore needed is rigorous, cocreated value-consolidating research that takes 

stock and identifies the concept’s generalizable hallmarks.  

 

Second and relatedly, understanding of cocreated value’s nomological network is becoming 

increasingly blurred. Authors using differing theoretical lenses to explore cocreated value, 

including S-D logic (Vargo and Lusch, 2010), social exchange theory (Grace and Iacono, 2015), 

or motivation theory (Chou and Chen, 2018), typically propose unique sets of antecedents and 

consequences. What is therefore needed is further research that unifies cocreated value-based 

acumen across theoretical perspectives (e.g. by integrating CDCV drivers/outcomes rooted in 

different perspectives in unifying frameworks; Saha et al., 2020).  
 

Third, we developed a social presence theory-informed framework and an associated set of 

Propositions of CDCV, which highlight digital platform-perceived intimacy’s and immediacy’s 

conducive effect on CDCV. That is, we expect those digital platforms that optimize user-perceived 

intimacy and immediacy to foremostly boost CDCV. However, future empirical research is 

required to test and validate our purely conceptual findings. Below, we detail specific implications 

from our framework and Propositions of CDCV. 
 

Implications arising from our framework and propositions of CDCV. Our framework and 

Propositions advance insight into CDCV from a social presence theory perspective, which remains 

nebulous to-date (Huber et al., 2017; Kristensson et al., 2008; Song et al., 2008). Below, we detail 

major implications that emerge from our findings, as structured by our Propositions (please also 

refer the specific research questions listed in Table 1).  
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Insert Table 1 about here 

 

First, P1a reads “Contemporary H2HPs (vs. H2MPs) typically generate higher user-

perceived intimacy, yielding the former’s greater contribution to CDCV in this regard. However, 

as machine/deep learning-based H2MPs develop to fulfil an increasingly relational role, their 

capacity to foster user-perceived intimacy will rise over time.” In social presence theory, a 

platform’s ability to yield user-perceived intimacy is key (Short et al., 1976; Osei-Frimpong and 

McLean, 2018). While we anticipate contemporary H2HPs’ (vs. H2MPs’) greater ability to 

generate consumer-perceived intimacy and CDCV, as outlined, ongoing artificial intelligence 

developments and growing consumer acceptance of these solutions will taper the gap over time. 

Going forward, it is therefore of interest to explore best H2MP design practices (e.g. in what ways 

should these platforms approximate (vs. differ from) human behavior in exchange?; Kim et al., 

2019). 
 

Comparing our H2MP sub-categories, P1b states: “Machine/deep learning (vs. robotic 

process automation)-based H2MPs typically generate higher user-perceived intimacy, yielding the 

former’s greater contribution to CDCV in this regard.” Robotic process automation-based 

platforms are primarily used to computerize laborious tasks (Pradeep et al., 2019). Owing to their 

utilitarian focus, these platforms’ capacity to yield user-perceived intimacy, and thus CDCV, is 

limited. However, equipped with the ability to interpret consumers’ (non-)verbal cues and predict 

user needs, machine/deep learning-based platforms propose solutions that are deemed desirable to 

users (Huang and Rust, 2020), thus fostering a level of intimacy (e.g. through personalized offers). 

However, a better understanding is required regarding these platforms’ respective capacity to 

generate user-perceived intimacy/immediacy and CDCV. For example, how should machine/deep 

learning algorithms be programmed to lift platform intimacy?  
 

P2a posits: “H2MPs (vs. H2HPs) typically generate higher perceived platform immediacy, 

yielding the former’s elevated contribution to CDCV in this regard.” As H2HPs connect human 

actors, their response to the sender might be delayed, though H2MPs tend to offer more immediate 

user feedback (Pradeep et al., 2019). We therefore expect H2MPs (vs. H2HPs) to make a greater 

contribution to CDCV. However, these assertions require future empirical testing and validation. 

For example, how do H2HP interactions that feature an immediate response stack up against H2MP 

interactions in terms of their respective CDCV? What is the relative importance of a digital 

platform’s immediacy vis-à-vis its capacity to generate user-perceived intimacy, or (how) may 

these factors interact to drive CDCV?  
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P2b states: “Robotic process automation-based platforms’ high immediacy typically makes 

a stable or declining contribution to CDCV. However, machine/deep learning-based platforms’ 

high immediacy is likely to make a growing contribution to CDCV over repeated interactions.” As 

discussed, robotic process automation-based platforms mechanize relatively straightforward tasks. 

By contrast, machine/deep learning-based platforms can be used to predict or anticipate consumer 

needs (Huang and Rust, 2018). Therefore, as consumers get used to interacting with robotic process 

automation-based platforms, CDCV tends to either remain stable or dwindle over time, as outlined. 

However, as machine/deep learning-based platforms’ predictive accuracy improves over repeated 

interactions (Mende et al., 2019), we expect these platforms to make a rising contribution to CDCV. 

However, questions that remain include: What machine/deep learning features are particularly 

conducive in boosting CDCV? Which tactics can robotic process automation-based platforms 

deploy to halt or decelerate CDCV’s demise? We next apply our Propositions to marketing practice 

to illustrate their practical applicability.    

 

Practical implications  

In addition to its theoretical implications, this research also generates noteworthy 

implications for digital platform design and implementation, as discussed below. First, P1a reads 

“Contemporary H2HPs (vs. H2MPs) typically generate higher user-perceived intimacy, yielding 

the former’s greater contribution to CDCV in this regard. However, as machine/deep learning-

based H2MPs develop to fulfil an increasingly relational role, their capacity to foster user-

perceived intimacy will rise over time.” Managers need to understand the extent to and occasions 

on which consumers wish to form close bonds with their interaction partner (Gummesson, 2011). 

In these cases, we recommend primarily adopting H2HPs to optimize CDCV, given these 

platforms’ core user-connecting, relational role. However, contexts requiring more distant 

interactions are better served by less intimate H2MPs (e.g. robotic process automation-based 

platforms). However, as P1a states, we anticipate H2HPs’ relative relational advantage (vs. 

H2MPs) to diminish as machine/deep learning-based H2MPs’ relational capacity continues to 

expand over time (Pradeep et al., 2019), lifting their capacity to foster close user bonds. 
 

Second, P1b posits: “Machine/deep learning (vs. robotic process automation)-based 

H2MPs typically generate higher user-perceived intimacy, yielding the former’s greater 

contribution to CDCV in this regard.” While robotic process automation-based platforms 

computerize routine tasks, they do not evolve or adjust their actions based on user feedback, as 

discussed. However, given their capacity to learn, machine/deep learning-based platforms 

autonomously regulate their behavior for enhanced user outcomes (Huang and Rust, 2020). To 

optimize CDCV, we thus recommend the latter (vs. former) platforms, particularly because robotic 
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process automation-based platforms’ CDCV-generating capacity can also decline over time (see 

P2b). As stated, these platforms can also be deployed together (e.g. using robotic process 

automation-based platforms to facilitate low-level tasks, which activate relevant artificially 

intelligent applications; Pradeep et al., 2019).  
 

Third, P2a proposes: “H2MPs (vs. H2HPs) typically generate higher perceived platform 

immediacy, yielding the former’s elevated contribution to CDCV in this regard.” H2HPs can incur 

a delayed response, as users may access and respond to messages or content in their own time, as 

discussed. However, for H2MPs, the platform’s response immediacy - coupled with its accuracy - 

is decisive in user evaluations. Therefore, in contexts demanding high urgency, highly immediate 

platforms that offer instant feedback (e.g. live chat) should be used (Lv et al., 2018). However, less 

time-sensitive occasions (e.g. peer review processes) can see the adoption of less immediate 

platforms (e.g. email), which may incur lower cost (Rice, 1993).   
 

Finally, P2b states: “Robotic process automation-based platforms’ high immediacy 

typically makes a stable or declining contribution to CDCV. However, machine/deep learning-

based platforms’ high immediacy is likely to make a growing contribution to CDCV over repeated 

interactions.” Stable user evaluations of robotic process automation-based platforms will tend to 

make a relatively low contribution to CDCV, owing to the mundane nature of their tasks (Hollebeek 

et al., 2020c). However, consumer assessments of these platforms may also decline (e.g. as they 

become habituated to using these platforms; Heitz et al., 2019). By contrast, through their capacity 

to learn, machine/deep learning-based platforms tend to make a growing contribution to CDCV, as 

outlined. Yet, as a caveat, the garbage in, garbage out (GIGO) principle applies to these latter 

platforms (Weyerer and Langer, 2019). That is, the use of low-quality training data yields these 

platforms’ deteriorating (vs. improving) performance, thereby either lowering CDCV or turning it 

into codestroyed value. Consequently, we recommend using H2MPs (vs. H2HPs) to optimize 

platform immediacy, provided their solutions feature high response accuracy. To secure their high 

(and rising) accuracy, these platforms require large volumes of high-quality training data on an 

ongoing basis (Pradeep et al., 2019).  
 

Limitations and further research  

This research has several limitations that offer opportunities for further study. First, the 

framework’s conceptual nature necessitates its future empirical testing and validation (Yadav, 

2010). In this vein, it is of interest to better understand the relative contribution of our identified 

social presence theory-informed antecedents to CDCV. For example, if a digital platform’s 

perceived intimacy is identified as paramount CDCV driver, then its development (vs. that of 
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immediacy) should be prioritized. In addition, how can consumer-perceived digital platform 

intimacy and immediacy be nurtured to raise CDCV? Which consequences may CDCV generate? 

Moreover, though we address consumer-perceived CDCV, future studies could adopt a two-sided 

(e.g. consumer/firm) or broader-actor perspective of digital cocreated value (Lenka et al., 2016; 

Alexander et al., 2018), including by quantifying multiple actors’ likely asymmetric value that 

arises from digital interactions (Edvardsson et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2020).  
 

Second and relatedly, our digital platform typology requires empirical validation. For 

example, future experiments may manipulate key H2HP/H2MP tenets to derive further insight (e.g. 

extensive vs. limited relational/functional attributes; Fisher, 1971). Given their novelty and rapid 

advancement, H2MPs in particular warrant further research (Mende et al., 2019). For example, we 

expect to see the increasing integration of utilitarian and more social (e.g. companionship) 

functionality in future H2MPs, as discussed. We thus anticipate these platforms’ growing relational 

capacity, leading consumers to develop a rising attachment to these platforms, particularly in some 

cultures (Kitano, 2006; Hollebeek, 2018), which merits further study. Consequently, progressively 

relational H2MPs are best viewed on a functional-to-relational continuum. Despite these 

developments, we expect our digital platform typology to hold, as H2MPs - while fulfilling a 

potential relational role - are not designed to enable human-to-human interactions, like H2HPs 

(Marin et al., 2009). Given humans’ innate belonging need (Maslow, 1954), we expect an ongoing 

desire for H2HP-based interactions, though their nature may change over time. Sample issues for 

investigation include: Which digital platforms are most conducive to optimizing CDCV, whilst 

minimizing digital codestroyed value? How will H2MPs’ increasingly relational functionality 

affect CDCV?  
 

Third, it is of interest to explore the theoretical associations proposed in Fig. 1 for 

consumers using multiple digital platforms (Uhrich, 2014). For example, which platforms do 

consumers typically use together, how do users perceive different platforms’ intimacy and 

immediacy across customer segments, and how does consumers’ integrative platform use affect 

CDCV? Consequently, to what extent should H2HPs and H2MPs be jointly designed to optimize 

CDCV for multi-platform users (Tixier et al., 2010; Belboula et al., 2018)? How can H2HP/H2MP 

design stimulate negative-to-positive CDCV valence shifts, while minimizing reverse swings 

(Bowden et al., 2017)?  
 

Fourth, we encourage further research that investigates CDCV within broader, alternate, or 

unifying nomological networks, which may be compared to our social presence theory-informed 

analyses (Short et al., 1976; Osei-Frimpong and McLean, 2018). Thus, though social presence 
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theory offers an appropriate lens for exploring CDCV across (digital) platforms, alternatives exist 

(e.g. social exchange- or motivation theory), as discussed. These future findings could be contrasted 

to or integrated with ours (e.g. to complement or refine our insight).   
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Fig. 1: Conceptual framework  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Notes - H2HP: Human-to-human platform; H2MP: Human-to-machine platform; RPA: Robotic 

process automation-based platform; M/DL: Machine/deep learning-based platform.  
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Table 1: Sample Research Questions   
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